Abstract. The BELLE detector has already accumulated e + e − collision data at the KEKB-collider corresponding to 600 f b −1 . BaBar has accumulated data of approximately 390 f b −1 at PEP-II. Both are running on asymmetric energy e + e − colliders at the ϒ(4S) energy. The paper selects important results from both experiments with the emphasis on CP violation in B meson decays and its implications for the Unitarity Triangle.
INTRODUCTION
An irreducible complex phase in the weak interaction quark-mixing(CKM) matrix of the Standard Model(SM) describes CP violation( [1] ). The constraint between first and third generation is given by the equation V ud V * ub +V cd V * cb + V td V * tb = 0. This equation can be visualized in the form of the "Unitary triangle" in the complex plane and we label the three angles of this unitary triangle as φ 1 , φ 2 and φ 3 .
1 B-factories using ϒ(4S) → B 0 −B 0 production measure CP violation arising from the interference between B 0 −B 0 mixing and decay.
φ 1 (β ) MEASUREMENT

Time dependent asymmetry
If both B 0 andB 0 decay to a common CP eigenstate " f CP ", we can define the time dependent CP asymmtry A CP (t) as
where Γ(B 0 |(B 0 ) → f CP ) is the decay rate for aB 0 |(B 0 ) to decay to f CP at a proper time t after ϒ(4S)-production while ∆m is the mass difference between the two B 0 mass eigenstates.
b → ccs decay
This quark transition is the best place to measure φ 1 because of its small theoretical uncertainty. The CP-violation parameters are S b→ccs = −ξ sin2φ 1 with ξ the CP-eigenvalue of the final states, and A b→ccs = 0. The "golden channel" B → J/ψK 0 gives the best results for φ 1 because of the good signal-to-noise ratio. From 386M BB events BELLE [2] has selected 5,264 B → J/ψK S and 4792 B → J/ψK L candidates. The updated result S J/ψK 0 = 0.652 ± 0.039(stat) ± 0.020(syst) A J/ψK 0 = 0.010 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.036(syst) BABAR [3] has started with 227M BB events and selected 7730 events in both modes. This updated result is now 
b → qqs decay modes and the influence of penguins
In the SM final states from b → sss or b → dds transitions offer an independent test by comparing the CP-violating parameters in loop processes with those from tree-dominated ones. These decays are dominated by gluonic penguin amplitudes, but "new" non-SM physics could contribute to loop amplitudes and affect time-dependent asymmetries. Therefore S b→s = (sin2φ e f f 1 ) may deviate from its "nominal" value. One prominent pure penguin mode is B 0 → ΦK 0 which is shown in fig. 2 . BELLE has combined all b → qqs decay modes for 386M BB events and obtained sin2φ e f f 1 = 0.652 ± 0.039(stat) ± 0.020(syst) With the current statistics fig. 2 (right) a compilation from HFAG [6] shows no significant deviation from the "nominal" value and therefore more statistics is needed to settle this question. fig. 3 . There is still a discrepancy not resolved between the two measurements; especially BELLE claims a direct CP-violation (A = 0) with more than 4 σ significance, while BABAR sees none. The appearance of direct CP-violation is a hint, that the contribution from b → d penguin diagrams cannot be ignored, and therefore sin2φ 2 as measured in S π + π − is different from its ideal value.
B
The decay B 0 → ρ + ρ − is also sensitive to this angle φ 2 , but it is more complicated as the final state is not a CPeigenstate: it decays via P → VV . Fortunately, the longitudinal polarization is found nearly 100 %, as found by BELLE [9] f L = 0.941 +0.034 −0.040 (stat) ± 0.030(syst) and therefore this final state should be a CP-eigenstate since longitudinal polarization dominates. BELLE obtains from 275M BB events the following values for S ρ + ρ − = 0.08 ± 0.41(stat) ± 0.09(syst) and A ρ + ρ − = 0.00 ± 0.30(stat) ± 0.09(syst) while BABAR [10] has measured the following values (see fig. 4 −0.14 (syst) and A ρ + ρ − = 0.03 ± 0.18(stat) ± 0.09(syst) using 232M BB events. Both experiments use these results for a measurement of φ 2 (α), i.e. BELLE : φ 2 = (88 ± 17) [deg] and BABAR : α = (100 ± 13)[deg]. The combined value from both B → π + π − and B → ρ + ρ − measurements is given in table 1, as compiled by [6] and [11] . 
is the invariant mass of K S with π + |(π − ), δ is the strong phase, while φ 3 is the weak phase to be fitted. r is the ratio of the color suppressed and allowed decays, and the amplitudes f 
OTHER CONSTRAINTS ON THE UNITARITY TRIANGLE
It is not only important to look at the angles of the Unitarity triangle, but there is also much interest in determining its side lengths. The two most difficult are |V td | and |V ub |, i.e. transitions from third to first generation, as these are obviously very rare decays with a small branching ratio. 5.2 |V ub | from the purely leptonic decay B − → τν τ |V ub | is traditionally measured via its semileptonic decays b → uℓν but this includes the knowledge of its form factor, which is difficult to obtain experimentally. Therefore BELLE has aimed to obtain this branching ratio with the advantage of a model independent measurement. BELLE [15] started with 447M B meson pairs and used only events where one side was fully reconstructed, i.e. the tag side (B tag ), and compared properties of the remaining particles, i.e. the signal side (B sig ), if this decays into τ and neutrino, using the expectations from MC for signal and background. The τ meson is identified in five decay modes (µ −ν µ ν τ ,e −ν e ν τ ,π − ν τ ,π − π 0 ν τ and π − π + π − ν τ ) which cover approximately 81% of all τ decays. For all modes except π − π 0 ν τ , π 0 candidates are also rejected on the signal side. Fig 6 shows the energy E ECL of photons, which are not associated with either B tag or the π 0 -candidate from τ − → π − π 0 ν τ Signal events should peak at low E ECL ,i.e. no photon energy, while background events show higher values from E ECL due to additional neutral clusters. We find 17. 
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6.SUMMARY
Both experiments BELLE and BABAR have shown that the CKM-ansatz works extremely well for tree processes, and that this fact can be used as an "anchor point" for New Physics. Even contributions from penguin processes show no statistically significant deviation up to now, and this can be seen both in angles and side lengts of the unitarity triangle.
To pin down effects from NP, statistics of the relevant processes should be increased considerably.
